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You are about to download the eBook version of A Critical Lexicon and Condordance to the English

and Greek New Testament - VOLUME 1, by E.W. Bullinger. Volume One includes the beginning of

the book to "C" in the Concordance/Lexicon section.Instead of downloading A Critical Lexicon and

Condordance to the English and Greek New Testament in its entirety, we have conveniently broken

this monumental work into individual books. This allows you to save more free space on your

e-Reader device and makes for faster operation and quicker navigation. We sincerely hope these

features will enhance your studies and maximize your reading experience.E. W. Bullinger's Critical

Lexicon and Concordance to the English and Greek New Testament is dedicated to, and designed

for all English Bible students, and is so arranged to be understood also by those who are

unacquainted with Greek. It shows at a glance the Greek word with its literal meaning for every

English word in the text (or margin) of the New Testament, all the various readings of the Greek with

the critical authorities and all proper names that are affected by various readings. It also contains an

index of Greek words with all their renderings and the number of times each rendering occurs; AND

these appendices: A. All the various readings that are involved in longer clauses; B. The Greek

alphabet, with the powers, etc., of the letters, etc., tables of the endings of verbs, nouns and

adjectives, as determining and illustrating their signification; C. A list of the variations in the readings

of the Codex Sinaiticus.This is an excellent biblical study aid, that along with other research tools,

gives greater insight into many Greek words in the New Testament, thereby giving a greater

understanding of the rightly divided word of God.This Greek Lexicon is a great resource for the bible

student or seeker of the real definitions of Greek words. This not only helps with defining a word but

gives you a better idea of the context of an entire passage. For example, the word "teach" used in 1

Tim. 2:12 is one of instruction or direction (leading a flock) but the teach" in 2 Tim. 2:24- meaning to

instruct ( as in the context of skilled in teaching or having the ability to teach). This book gives you

the scripture passages that the word occurs in and it is very helpful. The only draw back is the

numbering is in Roman numerals (but it's great practice!)The definitions in this concordance are

clear, open up your understanding to God's word, and many actually find it easier to use than

Strong's and Young's (it is designed to go alphabetical by the english word, and then you find the

greek words that are used in translation with the verses under the english word). For these and

other reasons, Bullinger's Critical Lexicon and Concordance to the Greek is a MUST OWN!!! You

won't be disappointed by this book.About the Author: (courtesy of Wikipedia)E.W. Bullinger was

born in Canterbury, England, a descendant of the noted Swiss reformer Heinrich Bullinger

(1504-1557). He was educated at King's College, London, and gained recognition in the field of



Biblical languages. He was ordained in the Church of England in 1862.E.W. Bullinger was noted

broadly for three works: A Critical Lexicon and Concordance to the English and Greek New

Testament (1877); for his ground-breaking and exhaustive work on Figures of Speech Used in the

Bible (1898); and as the primary editor of The Companion Bible (published in 6 parts, beginning in

1909 ; the entire annotated Bible was published posthumously in 1922). These works and many

others remain in print to this day.In 1881, four years after the publication of the Lexicon and

Concordance, Archibald Campbell Tait, Archbishop of Canterbury conferred upon Bullinger a Doctor

of Divinity degree, citing Bullinger's "eminent service in the Church in the department of Biblical

criticism."
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This was a great idea but the page fills half the kindle screen with no way to enlarge it. Therefore it

is not functional for me. One cannot actually search in it---as far as I have been able to figure out. It

is like it was scanned in. And it would cost quite abit to buy the entire (non functional for me) lexicon.

Very unhappy with the product. Wish I hadn't spent the money!

SHAME on you!!! WORTHLESS. Includes A-C in volume 1! D-I in volume 2!! (another$3.88!!)Then,



IT STOPS. SORRY!! No more of the book!! Quite damnable I'd say.THIS SHOULD NOT BE

OFFERED AS SUCH.(Hard copy is great; used mine 41 tears!!)Shame on .
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